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As a new stepmother, hairstylist Marla Vail hopes to
win brownie points by helping her daughter with a
school haunted house project. All goes well until
Marla stumbles over a corpse on the spooky estate
grounds. Between slacker students, helicopter
parents, unexpected heirs, and a stonewalling
school administration, Marla has her hands full in
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solving a murder and keeping the kids safe.
Summer. Seventy-seven glorious days to recover
from the government-sanctioned, tax-payersupported dystopia known as public education.
Seventy-seven days to practice boomerang tricks,
produce more Forensics 411 webisodes, and
pretend he doesn’t care that his only friend is a
bloodhound named Chaucer. That’s all Hank wants
out of this summer in his coast North Carolina
neighborhood. Instead, he gets mistaken for a local
celebrity, accidentally makes a (human!) friend, and
starts investigating a 35-year-old cold case that may
or may not be related to the human skeleton
unearthed by Chaucer. But when evidence and
people start disappearing, it is up to Hank and
Hannah to solve the case before they become the
next Vanished in Vista Point.
An actress in Victorian England has to contend with
a lecherous stage manager, a ghostly mystery, and
a new love interest with the detective she hires to
help her with all of the stumbling blocks which have
suddenly been thrust upon her. One bonus is that
she is starting to fall in love with the detective, and
he with her independent, free sexual spirit and
intelligence.
Solving the client's bad hair problems will give her
the chance to show off her techniques for her own
upscale New Orleans salon, Eclaire. However, when
a participant gets permanently "waived", Claire finds
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herself in the middle of a murder mystery.
If you were a “mature” individual with a mighty fine
bouff, would you consider shaving your head to
solve a case of possible murder? That’s the million
dollar question for Flo and Agnes as they find
themselves neck deep in missing Satanists,
scheming cultists, and a long string of seriously bad
hair days. But what’s a sleuth to do when the queen
of the night comes to them
pleading…erm…threatening…ahhh…pleatening them for
help? If you know Flo and Agnes you already know
the answer to that question. They’re goin’ in!
Preparing for the Bad Hair Day promotion at Claire
Claiborne's salon, Marcel Barrineau finds
competition in the opening of the Duchess Crowe
salon and is horrified when a colleague is brutally
murdered.
Hairstylist Marla Vail flushes out a killer when murder
disrupts her mother’s home renovation plans in this
stylish cozy mystery. When hairstylist and savvy
sleuth, Marla Vail, gets a frantic call from her mother
that there’s a dead body in her shower, Marla
realizes this wasn’t part of the home renovation
plans. The victim turns out to be the project
manager, who had an untrustworthy reputation in
town. Disgruntled customers, unpaid suppliers, and
the design company’s staff are among the suspects.
Which one of them wanted the foreman to pipe down
about their shady dealings? Meanwhile, the lead
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investigator sets his sights on Marla’s stepfather,
Reed, who’s keeping secrets from his family. Reed
has a past connection to the victim and won’t come
clean about what he knows. As Marla drills deeper,
she’s showered with suspicions, but nobody’s
willing to leak any information. She needs to hammer
down the prospects, or time will drain away and the
murderer will strike again. To flush out the culprit,
Marla taps into her pipeline of resources. Can she
assemble the clues and demolish the alibis to nail a
killer? Or has someone designed the perfect
murder? Recipes Included!
Marla's joyous move to a new house with her husband,
Detective Dalton Vail, is marred by their next-door
neighbor who erects an illegal fence between their
properties. When Dalton reminds the man of the local
permitting laws, tempers flare--and worse, the neighbor
is found dead the following day. Dismayed when Dalton
is removed from the case due to a conflict of interest,
Marla decides it's up to her to find the killer. Can the
intrepid hairstylist untangle the clues and pin down the
culprit before he strikes again?
Hairstylist Marla Vail and her detective husband are
delighted with their new home, until their next-door
neighbor—the homeowners’ association president—turns
up dead in this madcap cozy mystery. Newlyweds Marla
and Dalton Vail are delighted by their new home, until
their next-door neighbor erects an illegal fence between
their properties. Marla’s hopes for making friends are
dashed by a resultant argument between Dalton and the
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man, who is president of the HOA. The situation
becomes more tangled when their neighbor is found
dead the following day. Dalton, a homicide detective,
suspects foul play, but he’s removed from the case due
to a conflict of interest. Now it’s up to Marla to clear her
husband’s name and make the neighborhood safe
again. Secretive neighbors, tribal protesters, religious
zealots, and preppers top the suspect list along with a
spurned lover and a greedy nephew. Can Marla unravel
the clues and pin down the culprit before he targets her
as the next victim? Suspense Magazine “Best of 2014”
Cozy Mystery! “Marla is short for marvelous. If you like
your mysteries ‘cozy,’ you’re going to enjoy every
minute you spend with her!” Joanna Campbell Slan,
author of the award-winning Kiki Lowenstein mystery
series
A bundle of books #1 (A VILLA IN SICILY: OLIVE OIL
AND MURDER) and #2 (A VILLA IN SICILY: FIGS AND
A CADAVER) in Fiona Grace’s Cats and Dogs cozy
mystery series. This bundle offers books one and two in
one convenient file, with over 150,000 words of reading.
In A VILLA IN SICILY: OLIVE OIL AND MURDER (Book
#1), Audrey Smart, 34, is a brilliant vet—yet fed up by her
demanding clients who think they know more than her
and who don’t care about their animals. Burnt-out with
the endless hours, she wonders if the time has come for
a new direction. And when her 15th year high school
reunion (and her hopes for re-sparking on old flame) end
in disaster, Audrey knows the time has come to make a
change. When Audrey sees an ad for a $1 home in
Sicily, it captivates her. The only catch is that the house
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requires renovation, something she knows little about.
She wonders if it could be real—and if she may really be
crazy enough to go for it. Can Audrey create a life and
career—and the home of her dreams—in a beautiful
Sicilian village? And perhaps even find love while she’s
there? Or will an unexpected death—one that only she
can solve—put an end to all of her plans? Are some
dreams too good to be true? In A VILLA IN SICILY: FIGS
AND A CADAVER (Book #2), Audrey is busy working to
open the town’s new shelter, while also renovating her
own problematic home—and dating again. With the help
of friends, she begins taking in sick strays. But not
everyone in town is grateful for her services, and she
soon makes unexpected enemies. When Audrey gets a
tip about an injured dog near the coast and goes to find
him—she finds the dead body of a powerful local instead.
Can Audrey, now a suspect, solve the crime and clear
her name? Or will her Sicilian dream fall apart? A laughout-loud cozy packed with mystery, intrigue, renovation,
animals, food, wine—and of course, love—THE CATS
AND DOGS COZY MYSTERY SERIES will capture your
heart and keep you glued to the very last page. Books
#3-#6 are also available!
??????????????.???????????????,??????,????.????????
,?????????,???????.
A bundle of books #1 (KNOCKOUT) and #2 (SUCKER
PUNCH) in Mia Gold’s Holly Hands cozy mystery series.
This bundle offers books one and two in one convenient
file, with over 150,000 words of reading. In KNOCKOUT
(Book #1), repossessing Lamborghinis and other exotic
toys from criminals is second-hat for Holly. But finding a
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dead body—and solving a murder—is not. Luckily, Holly
has Lucky by her side—a neglected pit bull she found on
the wrong side of a job, who refuses to leave her
side—and who, like her, has nowhere to go but up.
Together, maybe they can crawl their way out of the
urban hell of their bad slice of Baltimore, where coming
home at night is even more dangerous than going to
work. Maybe Holly can manage to get her young
daughter the medical treatment she desperately needs,
and manage to get her out of her dangerous public
school and into the private school of her dreams. Just
maybe, she can fall in love with that private school Dad
from the other side of town and start a whole new life. Or
maybe not. Life has never been easy for Holly. And if the
past few days—and the dead body in her trunk—are any
indication—it’s about to get a whole lot worse. In
SUCKER PUNCH (Book #2), things seem like they may
be looking up for Holly—until she is called into for her
biggest job yet: to repo a mega-yacht. It seems like an
absurd task, made more absurd by the mega party she
encounters on board. Yet Holly is up for anything. But
that doesn’t include dealing with a dead body. Or for
having to solve yet another crime to keep herself out of
jail. THE HOLLY HANDS COZY MYSTERY SERIES a
riveting new series, a page-turning thriller that grabs you
from page one and does not let go. Get ready to find
yourself reading all night, bleary-eyed, and falling madly
in love with a new character who will fight her way into
your heart. Book #3 in the series (BELOW THE BELT) is
now also available.
While hairdresser Marla Shore is attending her friend
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Jill's wedding, the bride's sister is found dead underneath
the cake table with a knife in her chest, forcing Marla to
sort through a number of suspects--including Jill, who
looks more and more suspicious.
???????? ?????????????????????……
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Getting married can be murder…especially when the
matron of honor is found dead under the cake table in
this humorous cozy mystery. Weddings always make
hairstylist Marla Shore shed a tear of joy, especially
when she attends her friend Jill’s reception as a
member of the bridal party. Marla’s own nuptials are
weeks away, and she’s been busy juggling bickering
relatives, building a new house with her fiancé, and
expanding her hair salon. She’s following her to-do list
just fine until she discovers Jill’s sister Torrie—the matron
of honor—dead under the cake table at her friend’s
wedding reception. Lots of folks aren’t sorry to see
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Torrie go, especially since the bride’s sister knew their
deepest secrets. But when suspicion falls upon Jill, Marla
wonders if her dear friend is truly innocent. She’d better
untangle the snarl of suspects and iron out the clues
before the killer highlights her as the next victim. “Shear
Murder is another stellar outing in Nancy J. Cohen’s
Bad Hair Day mystery series. Marla is a bridesmaid in
her friend Jill’s wedding, but when Jill’s matron of
honor--and sister--ends up dead with the cake knife
embedded in her chest--hold the video! It’s a wedding to
forget--not remember.”—Lorna Barrett, NY Times
Bestselling Author
In this cozy mystery by the USA Today–bestselling author of
Murder at Archly Manor, a professional organizer on vacation
takes a side trip into murder Military wife Ellie Avery planned
a perfect family getaway: fun in the sun on Florida’s Gulf
Coast, with a side visit to the eBay vendor who’d mistakenly
sent her the wrong handbag. But what should have been a
simple exchange turns into a fatal transaction when Ellie
discovers “Angela495” floating face-down in her pool. With
some savvy snooping, Ellie learns that Angela’s dangerous
double life included blackmail, compromising photos, and a
scandalous secret that threatens a local celeb. When a
kidnapping shatters her family’s safety, Ellie leaves the white
sands behind to face down a killer whose warm Southern
charm masks a cold, cold heart. Includes great tips for super
family vacations! Praise for Sara Rosett’s Ellie Avery
Mysteries “No mystery is a match for the likable, efficient
Ellie.” —RT Book Reviews “Charm, Southern sass, and
suspense abound . . . delightful.” —Fresh Fiction “Some
cozies just hit on all cylinders, and Rosett’s Ellie Avery titles
are among the best.” —Library Journal
Annie Addison loves living on the New Jersey shore
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coastline, especially in the quiet off-season. Only this year,
it’s hardly quiet. With madness and mayhem, Annie gets
tangled in trouble and finds herself digging for clues to clear
her name. With a knack for being in the wrong place at the
wrong time, she’s thrust into the mix on more than one
occasion. This boxed set includes the complete Annie
Addison Cozy Mystery Series, which offers a clean and family
friendly read with no blood, no foul language, and no sex.
Books include: Color Me Crazy, A Tangled Mess, High
Anxiety Dye Job, Shear Madness, Bad Hair Day, and
Santa’s Brush with Death. Cozy mystery series, cozy, cozies,
cozy mystery, cozy mysteries, mystery, funny book, funny
mystery, humor, hairdresser, salon, stylist, NJ, New Jersey,
mystery set in NJ, series, boxed set, collection
Hairstylist Marla Shore joins a fitness club to get in shape but
discovers a dead body instead of an exercise routine. Jolene
Myers--a client at Marla's salon--has drowned beneath the
frothing waters of the whirlpool. When Homicide Detective
Dalton Vail determines Jolene's death was no accident, Marla
decides to give her deductive skills a workout and help solve
the case.Jolene had few friends at the fancy athletic club. As
Marla gets to know everyone, she wonders who might have
targeted Jolene for a lethal soak in the hot tub. The shady
pharmacist? The smarmy city councilman? Or maybe the
vocal animal rights activist? The fitness club staff had no
fondness for Jolene, either. How far would they go to keep
their secrets? When another member turns up dead, Marla
intensifies her efforts to nail the killer and wrap the case. If
she fails, the next buff body on its way to the morgue might
be hers."Marla Shore is a beguiling, very clever sleuth who
teases out every clue. Absolutely delightful!" Jill Churchill,
author of the Jane Jeffry & Grace and Favor mystery
series."An amusing, well paced mystery." Kirkus
Reviews"Cohen fashions her Bad Hair Day series with plenty
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of humor, snappy repartee and even a healthy helping of
current events." The News Press"In Murder by Manicure, a
southern sleuth who's a cut above the rest pulls out all the
stops to wrap up another nail-biting murder that will leave
readers eagerly awaiting their next appointment with Marla
Shore." Barnes & Noble Ransom Notes"Observations about
makeup, hair, and apparel mix with humorous, sexy
overtones and catty remarks. A solid series addition." Library
Journal"For the reader who enjoys the twists and turns of a
tale by Mary Higgins, Murder by Manicure is a must read!"
ReaderToReader.com"This book is the perfect read while
sitting under the dryer." Cozies, Capers & Crimes"A great
addition to an enjoyable series with a spunky heroine."
Mystery Lovers Bookshop
Mental illness can affect anyone. No walk of life, career or
privilege offers immunity and one in four will experience
mental ill health at some point in their lives. Yet the stigma
remains and discrimination is still common. This book is an
attempt to challenge that stigma and inspire others. The
pieces vary widely - from a straightforward account of
depression to the heartbreak of a parent at the loss of a child.
Poetry and prose combine to offer stories of suffering and
pain, but also hope, laughter and life. The authors are
mothers, fathers, sons, daughters and friends. They are
everyone; all of us. This book could save your life.
Introduces the profession of hairstyling, including its history,
tools, training programs, and areas of specialization.
Set sail for murder and mayhem when hairstylist Marla Shore
and her fiancé cruise to the Caribbean with a killer on board
in this cruise ship cozy mystery. Hairstylist Marla Shore is
looking forward to a romantic interlude with her fiancé,
Detective Dalton Vail, on their first Caribbean cruise. Her
excitement hits a snag when she discovers his parents have
come along for the ride. It isn’t how she might have chosen
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to meet her future in-laws, but she hopes they’ll have smooth
sailing ahead. The first sign of trouble is a mysterious note
addressed to Martha Shore on her cabin door. Marla
assumes the sender spelled her name wrong but is disturbed
by the message. When she meets her dinner companions
and learns they’ve received similar notes, she suspects
something isn’t kosher, and it’s not the lobster on the menu.
Moreover, Dalton’s parents have been seated at another
table by mistake. Is it merely a mishap, or something more?
Their tablemates all seem to know each other as colleagues
from an art museum, where an artist died recently under
dubious circumstances. When her dinner companions start
disappearing one-by-one, Marla realizes they’re headed for
stormy waters. If she doesn’t find the culprit fast, she might
end up with a one-way ticket to Davy Jones’s locker.
“Delightful...The Love Boat meets Sex and the City. A
charming heroine and a hero to die for, pick this one up
posthaste!” MaryJanice Davidson, NY Times Bestselling
Author
“Laugh-out-loud humor & top-notch mysteries! Absolute
MUST-READS!”—Darynda Jones, New York Times/USA
TodayBestselling Author of the Charley Davidson Series
“Smart, entertaining, and laugh-out-loud funny!”—Liliana Hart,
New York Times Bestselling Author Meet gutsy beautician,
part-time sleuth, Valentine Beaumont. Quick thinker? Check.
Risk-taker? Check. Catching killers with her beauty tools has
never been so much fun! MURDER, CURLERS & CREAM
Valentine Beaumont is a beautician with a problem. Not only
has she got a meddling mother, a wacky staff, and a dying
business, but now she’s got a dead client who was strangled
while awaiting her facial. With business the way it is, combing
through this mystery may be the only way to save her salon.
Until a second murder, an explosion, a kidnapping, death
threats, and the hard-nosed Detective Romero complicate
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things. But Valentine will do anything to untangle the crime.
That’s if she can keep her tools of the trade in her bag, keep
herself alive, and avoid falling for the tough detective. In the
end, how hard can that be? MURDER, CURLERS & CANES
Valentine Beaumont is back in her second hair-raising
mystery, this time, trying to find out who had it in for an elderly
nun. Only trouble is there are others standing in her way: hot
but tough Detective Romero, sexy new stylist Jock de Marco,
and some zany locals who all have a theory on the nun’s
death. Making things worse: the dead nun’s secret that
haunts Valentine, another murder, car chases, death threats,
mysterious clues, an interfering mother, and a crazy staff.
Between brushing off Jock’s advances and splitting hairs
with handsome Detective Romero, Valentine struggles to
comb through the crime, utilizing her tools of the trade in
some outrageous situations. Question is, will she succeed?
MURDER, CURLERS & CRUISES In her third fast-paced
mystery, beautician Valentine Beaumont and her madcap
crew sail the high seas on a Caribbean “Beauty Cruise.”
When a bizarre murder takes place onboard, Valentine finds
herself swept into the middle of the investigation. If things
aren’t bad enough, her mother is playing matchmaker, a
loved one is kidnapped, drug smuggling is afoot, a hair
contest proves disastrous, and a strange alliance between
tough Detective Romero and sexy stylist Jock de Marco rubs
Valentine the wrong way. Will this impulsive beauty sleuth
comb through the catastrophes and untangle the mystery, or
will this voyage turn into another fatal Titanic? With Jock and
Romero onboard, it’s destined to be a hot cruise!
Bad Hair Days

From the award-winning author of Shadow Jumper,
Bad Hair Days is a touching mystery for older
children and young teens.
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Murder on a Bad Hair Day It's hard to believe
practical, petite ex-schoolteacher Patricia Anne and
amiable, ample-bodied, and outrageous Mary Alice
are sisters, yet sibling rivalry has survived decades
of good-natured disagreement about everything from
husbands to hair color. No sooner do the Southern
sisters discover a common interest in some local art,
when they're arguing the artistic merits of some wellcoiffured heads at a gallery opening. A few hours
later, one of those pretty ladies ends up dead -- with
not a hair out of place. The other shows up on
Patricia Anne's doorstep dazed, disheveled, and
telling a wild tale of a narrow escape from some
deadly cuts. Now the sisters are once again combing
for clues to catch a killer with a bizarre style in art -and murder.
A southern sleuth investigates murder and sabotage
in sultry South Florida in this humorous cozy
mystery. When South Florida hairstylist Marla Shore
takes charge of a fundraiser for a coastal
preservation group, she has to comb through a knot
of suspects to determine who’s sabotaging their
gala event. Participating chefs are dropping off the
roster like hot rollers, and it’s only through a series
of hair-raising exploits that she can tease the truth
from the tangle of suspects. With a killer on the
loose, Marla has a lot more to worry about than
which canapés her chefs should serve. She’d better
catch the culprit before he strikes again and turns
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their festive event into a disaster. Nominated for a
Reviewer’s Choice Award by RT Book Reviews
“Curl up with Nancy Cohen’s stylishly witty and
chillingly suspenseful tale of murder on the Florida
coast—Hair Raiser is a cut above.” Joanne Pence,
author of the Angie Amalfi Mysteries “Hair Raiser
kept me guessing until the very end. Hats off to
Nancy Cohen and her engaging sleuth, Marla the
hairdresser!” Laurien Berenson, author of the
Melanie Travis mystery series
Join hairstylist sleuth Marla Shore in unraveling a
murder case with wacky psychics, bingo mamas,
and ghoulish family keepsakes in this clever cozy
mystery. Hair shop rivalry comes to a head when
hairstylist Marla Shore finds the body of her
competitor behind their South Florida shopping
center. Carolyn Sutton may not have been her
friend, but Marla takes on the case for the sake of
justice. And she’s curious as to why a hank of
Carolyn’s hair is missing. Her quest becomes
personal when Wilda Cleaver, Carolyn's trusted
psychic, insists that Carolyn's spirit wants Marla to
solve her murder. Marla had better find the culprit
fast, or someone she loves might get hurt. Carolyn’s
resentful sister, her bingo partner, her chiropractor, a
mysterious benefactor, and a local lawyer fill the
expanding list of suspects. With a hurricane
approaching, Marla needs to untangle the snarl of
clues before the storm hits and the murderer strikes
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again. “Intrepid Marla Shore is up to her elbows in
hot water when a rival salon owner turns up dead
and shorn. Nancy Cohen has penned another
follicle?raising frolic with a wry twist of romance.” –
P.J. Parrish, NY Times Bestselling Author
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II,
Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German
girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help
sustain her family and the Jewish man they are
hiding, as well as their neighbors.
The corresponding Teacher's Guide is a page-bypage supplementary resource that gives you
additional activities to enhance the student's learning
opportunities by using cross-curricular materials
including discussion questions, reproducible
vocabulary, science, geography and math activities.
Each Teacher's Guide turns you into the expertwe've done all the research for you! This
comprehensive resource enhances the many
dramatic learning opportunities students can gain
from reading this mystery by Carole Marsh. The
supplementary Teacher's Guide includes: ¥ A
chapter guide of additional information, trivia,
historical facts, and more to help teachers be
"Experts!" ¥ Activity ideas that make the book come
dramatically to life for young readers! ¥ The author's
additional comments and thoughts about the subject
¥ Some reproducible activities ¥ Great out-of-the-box
ideas for activities.
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This book examines 24 crime novelists who set their
work in the Sunshine State. From James W. Hall’s
Under Cover of Daylight in the Florida Keys, to
Barbara Parker’s Suspicion of Betrayal in Miami to
Tim Dorsey’s Florida Roadkill at Cape Canaveral
and Tampa, these writers and their works span all of
Florida’s 67 counties. A biographical sketch of each
author precedes an interview by a critic who has
immersed him- or herself in the novelist’s works,
producing interview-essays of noteworthy perception
and insight.
An actress in Victorian England has to contend with
a lecherous stage manager, a ghostly mystery, and
a new love interest with the detective she hires to
help her with all of the stumbling blocks which have
suddenly been thrust upon her. One bonus is that
"Christina, Grant, Mimi, and Pap travel to Boston to
see cousin Priscilla run the Boston Marathon and
end up in a Freedom Trail mystery complete with
confusing clues, Bunker Hill bravery, wild rides on
boats and taxis (and rollerblades, too!), and worst of
all, a missing cousin!" --Page [4] of cover.
With swollen feet and swelling belly, pregnant Ellie
bravely joins the nation's tourists in seeing the sights
in Washington, D.C. But a fatal incident at the Metro
station convinces Ellie that something is rotten in the
capital city. Should she do the safe thing and pack
her bags? Not likely when too many people are
telling lies, hiding secrets, and acting suspiciously.
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Luckily, Ellie Avery is just the right woman to clean
up the most mysterious cases of murder--even if she
has to brave the most dangerous byways in the
corridors of power . . . Don't miss Ellie Avery's topnotch tips for great vacations! Praise for Sara Rosett
and her Mom Zone Mysteries. . . "Crackles with
intrigue, keeps you turning pages." --Alesia Holliday
"Sharp writing, tight plotting, a fascinating peek into
the world of military wives. Jump in!" --Cynthia
Baxter "The stunning conclusion should delight
readers." --Romantic Times
A bundle of books #1 (KNOCKOUT), #2 (SUCKER
PUNCH), and #3 (BELOW THE BELT) in Mia Gold’s
Holly Hands cozy mystery series. This bundle offers
books one, two, and three in one convenient file,
with over 150,000 words of reading. In KNOCKOUT
(Book #1), repossessing Lamborghinis and other
exotic toys from criminals is second-hat for Holly. But
finding a dead body—and solving a murder—is not.
Luckily, Holly has Lucky by her side—a neglected pit
bull she found on the wrong side of a job, who
refuses to leave her side—and who, like her, has
nowhere to go but up. Together, maybe they can
crawl their way out of the urban hell of their bad slice
of Baltimore, where coming home at night is even
more dangerous than going to work. Maybe Holly
can manage to get her young daughter the medical
treatment she desperately needs, and manage to get
her out of her dangerous public school and into the
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private school of her dreams. Just maybe, she can
fall in love with that private school Dad from the
other side of town and start a whole new life. Or
maybe not. Life has never been easy for Holly. And if
the past few days—and the dead body in her
trunk—are any indication—it’s about to get a whole lot
worse. In SUCKER PUNCH (Book #2), things seem
like they may be looking up for Holly—until she is
called into for her biggest job yet: to repo a megayacht. It seems like an absurd task, made more
absurd by the mega party she encounters on board.
Yet Holly is up for anything. But that doesn’t include
dealing with a dead body. Or for having to solve yet
another crime to keep herself out of jail. In BELOW
THE BELT (Book #3), Holly wonders if it’s a joke
when she’s assigned her new job: to repo a
helicopter. She can’t fly. She doesn’t even like
heights. Yet where there’s a will, there’s a way.
Holly can handle anything—as long as another dead
body doesn’t come with it. Unfortunately for her, it
does. THE HOLLY HANDS COZY MYSTERY
SERIES a riveting new series, a page-turning thriller
that grabs you from page one and does not let go.
Get ready to find yourself reading all night, blearyeyed, and falling madly in love with a new character
who will fight her way into your heart.
There's no love lost between Marla and Carolyn
Sutton. Carolyn has never forgiven Marla for leaving
Hairstyle Heaven to open her own place, especially
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since Marla's clientele grew as Carolyn's faded
away. Carolyn retaliated by relocating near Marla,
but couldn't put the highlights back in the balance
sheet. Still, it's a nasty shock when Marla enters the
meter room behind the shopping center that houses
both salons and tumbles over her rival's body.
Carolyn's neck is broken and a hank of her hair is
missing. Marla's powerful curiosity would have been
enough to send her snooping for clues, but when
Detective Dalton Vail, her very significant other,
actually asks her for help, nothing can hold her back.
Her quest becomes even more personal when Wilda
Cleaver, Carolyn's trusted psychic and new owner of
her salon, insists that Carolyn's spirit is begging
Marla to solve her murder. Adding a dose of
blackmail, Wilda warns that someone Marla loves is
in great danger but won't give details until Marla
cracks the case. Marla's got her work cut out for herpoor Carolyn was far from popular...and maybe even
farther from honest. There's Carolyn's snubbed
sister, Linda, who only inherited an unspecified,
"valuable" collection that appears to be missing, the
chiropractor whose shady dealings Carolyn had
uncovered, and the immigration lawyer who
apparently had been issuing suspicious visas for
Hairstyle Heaven's French-born staff. Add to all this
some surprising news from Detective Vail and a
blossoming romance for Marla's mother, and Marla's
well-coiffed head is soon spinning. It will take all her
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skill to untangle the snarl of suspects, trim the list
down to unmask the murderer-and learn what's
behind Wilda's eerie premonitions before someone
Marla loves is next.
Can a stylish sleuth pull a rabbit out of her hat to
solve an Easter murder in this to-dye-for cozy
mystery? When hairstylist Marla Vail attends an
Easter egg hunt at historic Tremayne Manor, she’s
only there to fix hair for a client, Bonnie “Blinky”
Morris. But when she’s asked to comb the grounds
for leftover goodies, Marla discovers more than just
a few dyed eggs. The dead body in the bunny
costume is definitely not having a good hare day.
And Blinky seems to have disappeared down a
rabbit hole. While trying to solve a murder, everyone
needs a friend who’s all ears. For Marla, that’s her
husband, homicide detective Dalton Vail. They make
an eggcellent team. Dalton isn’t the kind to leap to
conclusions, but with his wife seven months
pregnant, and knowing Marla finds crime-solving to
be irresistible, he worries about her running off on
another hare-raising adventure. Marla’s peeps are
hoping for a happy ending, but she may have found
a basketful of trouble this time. Can she crack the
case before Blinky becomes the next victim?
Recipes Included! Readers’ Favorite Gold Medal
Winner! “This story will fill your reading basket with
entertainment, charming characters, plot twists, tasty
recipes, and a cozy murder mystery to solve.”
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Mason Canyon, Thoughts in Progress
Rosie's eatery The Breakfast Nook is thrust deep
into the spotlight when a man "bites the biscuit" after
eating there. Spring Valley, Pennsylvania is usually a
quiet town. When two men die at two different
restaurants over the course of two days, Rosie starts
to wonder if something sinister is at hand. With her
business on the line, Rosie and her nosy mom dig
deep to find answers before it's too late. Can she outwaffle the killer and solve the case? Or will buttering
up potential suspects only get her into more trouble?
This collection features three stories (Scrambled to
Death, Killer Breakfast Specials, and Flap Jack
Fiasco) and is family friend. (Cozy mystery, cozy
mysteries, cozy, mystery, culinary, food, diner, PA,
Pennsylvania, mystery series)
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